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Dear Ms Wilson, 

Petition PE1192 

Thank you for your e-mail of 8th August 2011 and the copy of the letter from Mr 
Laidlaw, Head of Ferries Unit. As the Petitioner my opinion is that the response fails 
to address the points raised in the Petition. The comment, “The Scottish Government 
is required by law to tender all subsidised ferry services”, is I feel not relevant. 

The Petition asks, “to state how it is supporting and promoting independent vehicular 
ferry routes between the islands and the mainland”.  It does not refer to the tendering 
of existing subsidised services. Mr Laidlaw refers to the Scottish Ferries Review but 
from what I have read there is little in the document which shows investigation or 
interest in independently operated routes. There seems to be a presumption that all 
routes have to be subsidised and that the existing sea routes are the only option.  

It is now some time since my Petition was first raised (Sept 08) and I feel that the 
Scottish Government are hiding behind the Ferries Review/Draft Ferries Plan, which 
at the time of writing is not yet complete. 

You ask how I think the Committee should proceed. Perhaps some blunt and 
simplistic questions are required: 

Can the Scottish Government prove or show that they are not hindering the 
independent operation of new or existing routes? 

Will the Scottish Government/Transport Scotland substantiate that the fees 
and discounts quoted by CMAL (a state owned group) for use of its piers/harbours 
are not set at a level which deters independent (non-subsidised) operators? 

Can the Scottish Government comment on how existing planning regulations 
may hinder the building or placement of new piers, link spans or landing slips on 
potential new or historical ferry routes? 
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As the Scottish Government have continually referred to the Ferries Review, 
can it confirm that the said consultation is actually giving serious consideration to 
possible new routes or competition on existing routes by independent operators? 

Is the Scottish Government able to verify that the Ferries Review is giving 
forethought to how, if independent (non subsidised) operators were to take control 
over an existing essential route, the continuation of a reliable and adequate ferry 
service will be ensured? 

Road Equivalent Tariff if implemented through out the Scottish islands will 
have a bearing on independent operators. Can the Scottish Government quantify 
what influence this will have for the opportunities of independent routes and 
operators? 

In view of the time it is taking the Scottish Government to reply with a valid answer to 
the Petition, I hope that the Committee can seek a response to the questions above, 
which may take us further forward. 

Sincerely, 

 

Donald Ewen Darroch 

Chairperson 

 

 


